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Abstract
We introduce soft drop isolation, a new photon isolation criterion inspired by jet
substructure techniques. Soft drop isolation is collinear-safe and is equivalent to
Frixione isolation at leading order in the small R limit. However, soft drop isolation
has the interesting feature of being democratic, meaning that photons can be treated
equivalently to hadrons for initial jet clustering. Taking advantage of this democratic
property, we define an isolated photon subjet: a photon that is not isolated from its
parent jet but is isolated within its parent subjet after soft drop declustering. The
kinematics of this isolated photon subjet can be used to expose the QED splitting
function, in which a quark radiates a photon, and we verify this behavior using both
a parton shower generator and a perturbative calculation in the collinear limit.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Photons produced in high-energy collisions fall into two categories: "direct" photons
produced in perturbative hard processes and "indirect" photons produced from the
fragmentation of quark and gluon partons. Because direct photons access the per-
turbative part of the collision, they are of typically of more interest than indirect
photons. For this reason, photon isolation techniques have been developed to filter
out indirect photons [2-11]. Although there are different types of isolation criteria
used, they all follow roughly the same philosophy: photons collinear to a significant
amount of hadronic energy are labeled indirect, while photons well separated from
hadronic energy are labeled direct. By now, photon isolation is a well-established
method to study direct photons, with numerous measurements at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) and previous experiments [6, 12-18].
In the years since the development of photon isolation, jet physics has undergone
a rapid evolution, first with the rise of clustering-based jet observables [19-26] and
more recently with the explosion of the field of jet substructure [27-36]. Jet sub-
structure provides a rich toolbox to explore soft and collinear dynamics within jets,
and it is natural to ask whether substructure techniques could be adapted to handle
photons. At minimum, jet substructure could be used to robustly veto hadronic ac-
tivity and isolate direct photons. More ambitiously, jet substructure could facilitate
new methods to study indirect photons, by revealing a continuum of collinear photon
fragmentation processes from perturbative radiation to hadronic decays.
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In this paper, we introduce a new substructure-based photon isolation technique
called soft drop isolation. This method derives from soft drop declustering [37], one
of many jet grooming algorithms [31, 38-41] that have been successfully adopted at
the LHC. Ordinarily, soft drop declustering is used to identify hard subjets within a
jet that satisfy the condition:
min(pT1,pT2) R12
> zcut -i , (1.1)
PT1 + PT2 Ro
where PTi are the transverse momenta of the subjets, R12 is their pairwise angular
separation, Ro is the jet radius parameter, and zut and / are the parameters of the
soft drop algorithm. Soft drop isolation inverts the condition in Eq. (1.1), thereby
selecting "photon jets" with no appreciable substructure. With its origins in jet
substructure, soft drop isolation is well suited to the age of particle flow at both CMS
[42] and ATLAS [43].
Like Frixione isolation [10], soft drop isolation is collinear-safe and fully regulates
the collinear divergence of quark-to-photon fragmentation. This is in contrast with
cone isolation techniques [2-6], which are collinear-unsafe. In fact, soft drop isolation
is equivalent at leading order to the most common implementation of Frixione isola-
tion, at least when considering the small Ro and small zcut limits. Unlike Frixione
isolation or cone isolation, though, soft drop isolation is democratic, meaning that it
treats photons and hadrons equivalently in the initial clustering step. This feature is
reminiscent of earlier democratic isolation criteria [7-9], which can be more natural
than undemocratic criteria in cases where jets are the central objects of interest. Soft
drop isolation is, to our knowledge, the first collinear-safe democratic photon isolation
criterion.
In the second half of this paper, we take advantage of the democratic nature of
soft drop isolation to define an isolated photon subjet: a photon that is not isolated
from its parent jet but which is isolated within its parent subjet. At leading order
in the collinear limit, isolated photon subjets arise from the splitting of a quark into
a quark plus a photon in quantum electrodynamics (QED), as shown in Fig. 1-la.
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Figure 1-1: (a) Isolated photon subjet production from a quark at order a. The
momentum-sharing distribution of this branching in the collinear limit is described by
the QED splitting function P(z). (b, c) Processes that contribute to isolated photon
subjet production at order aca,. Of these, the initial quark term (b) dominates.
The probability for a quark to radiate a photon with some angle 0-, and momentum
fraction zy is given by:
dPq-q-y = aee' dO ' P(z..) dz., P(z)= (Z) , (1.2)
2r 0, z +
where P(z) is the (regularized) QED splitting function. Inspired by related work
on the q -+ qg splitting function in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [44-49], we
use isolated photon subjets to expose the QED q -+ q-y splitting function P(z). We
also investigate the impact of the higher-order a, corrections in Figs. 1-lb and 1-1c,
though we restrict our calculations to the collinear limit.
This work is complementary to earlier experimental investigations of the quark-
photon fragmentation function at LEP [7-9, 50]. Notably, Ref. [50] exposed the
quark-photon fragmentation function down to zy ~ 0.2 by using cluster shape ob-
servables to mitigate meson decay backgrounds. Compared to these studies, the
isolated photon subjet approach has the advantage of being perturbatively calculable
and likely being easier to implement in the complicated hadronic environment of the
LHC. Additionally, the isolated photon subjet condition regulates higher-order terms
such as those in Figs. 1-11) and 1-1c, thereby more directly exposing the QED splitting
function as opposed to the inclusive photon fragmentation function. Similar to the
LEP study, the primary background to isolated photon subjets comes from meson
decays, but this can be controlled using a simple angular cut on R12 .
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Chap. 2, we provide background
to common forms of photon isolation. In Chap. 3, we define soft drop isolation,
investigate its features, and its analyze its performance in -y-plus-jet events from
a parton shower generator. In Chap. 4, we define the isolated photon subjet and
compare the extraction of the QED splitting function between a parton shower and
an analytic calculation. We conclude with a discussion of future directions in Chap. 5.
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Chapter 2
Background
Photon isolation has a long history at colliders and remains an important technique
in current use at the LHC. In this chapter, we review the three most common forms
of photon isolation: cone isolation, Frixione isolation, and democratic isolation.
2.1 Cone isolation
Cone isolation - in various forms - is by far the most common form of photon isolation
currently in use in experiment owing to its simplicity, effectiveness, and longstanding
use. While first developed in the LEP era [2-6], cone isolation remains the standard
at the LHC [14-18]. However, cone isolation is not used for theoretical calculation
because it is not collinear-safe.
In the standard cone procedure, a cone of some radius is drawn around the photon.
The photon is declared isolated if it accounts for greater than some large fraction
(typically 95%) of the energy in that cone. This may be expressed in terms of the
transverse momentum of each particle PTi, the cone radius RO, the distance in y - #
space between the photon and each particle Ri,,, the photon transverse momentum
PTy, and the parameter e (usually ~ 0.05) as:
PTi E (RO - Ri,) < 6 PT,. (2.1)
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It should be noted that different implementations of cone isolation have used varia-
tions on Eq. (2.1), typically motivated by the specific backgrounds of the detector.
For instance, Refs. [14, 16] use a fixed energy cutoff in place of one that scales with
the photon momentum. Refs. [15, 17, 18] use a criterion that scales with the pho-
ton momentum plus some offset. However, the basic features of the isolation scheme
remain the same.
Because there is no angular requirement other than the RO cut, collinear contri-
butions are not completely vetoed. The standard cone is therefore sensitive to the
collinear divergences in quark fragmentation. This is not a problem in experiment,
where detector granularity naturally regulates the divergence; however, it poses a
problem for theoretical calculations. It would in principle be possible to fully elim-
inate the collinear contributions by taking c - 0; however, such a technique would
restrict the phase space for soft gluon emissions and thus prevent cancellation of the
real and virtual infrared divergences. Therefore, although cone isolation is an effec-
tive method of mitigating fragmentation backgrounds in experimental prompt photon
studies, the fact that it is collinear-unsafe makes it more difficult to compare with
calculations using collinear-safe criteria.
2.2 Frixione "smooth" isolation
Frixione or "smooth" isolation [10] has been the preferred photon isolation criterion
for perturbative calculations. In contrast to cone isolation, Frixione isolation regulates
the collinear divergence by forcing the partonic energy to zero in the collinear limit.
In this way, the exact collinear divergence from q -+ q-y is fully eliminated without
in any way restricting the soft phase space, which is required in order to ensure real
and virtual cancellation of soft gluon divergences.
Frixione isolation uses an initial angular cut at some radius from the photon RO.
The particles within that radius are then required to pass a momentum cut based on
an angular function X(AR), typically called a Frixione function. The full condition
may be expressed in terms of the transverse momentum PTi and distance to the photon
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R,, of each hadronic particle as:1
VAR <R0 : PTi E (AR - R,,) < X((AR). (2.2)
There is significant flexibility in the choice of Frixione function X(AR). The most
common function used in the literature [10, 11, 17, 18, 51-53] is:
6 1 - cos(AR) nX(AR) = pTy ( .os(R) (2.3)
Under the "tight isolation" parameters outlined in the Les Houches Accords [53],
typical parameter values are c - 0.1 and n = 1.
Frixione isolation fully regulates the collinear divergence of parton-photon frag-
mentation. It is important to note, however, that this does not mean it fully removes
all fragmentation contributions to the isolated photon cross section. Instead, there
is a finite, calculable contribution. The parton shower study in Chap. 3.4 demon-
strates the presence of low-angle fragmentation. Of course, tightening the isolation
requirements can arbitrarily exclude fragmentation; however, one does so at the risk
of unduly restricting the soft gluon phase space and thus becoming sensitive to non-
perturbative effects. The presence of a finite, calculable fragmentation contribution
to isolated photon cross sections is a general feature of all collinear-safe isolation
criteria, including soft drop isolation.
2.3 Democratic isolation
In addition to cone and Frixione isolation, there also exists a form of isolation referred
to as "democratic isolation" and "the democratic approach." This form of isolation
was pioneered in the LEP era for the study of the photon fragmentation function
[7-9]. In democratic isolation, the entire event is first clustered into jets, including
'Implementations of Frixione isolation often use the transverse energy ET in place of the trans-
verse momentum PT. Given the ambiguities in defining transverse energy and the assumption of
high energies, we will instead use PT throughout.
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both photons and hadrons. This step, which treats photons and hadrons equally, is
the origin of the term "democratic"; undemocratic criteria such as Frixione isolation
and cone isolation instead center the isolation scheme around the photon. Following
the jet clustering step, a photon is defined to be isolated if it contains greater than
some fraction of the energy in its parent jet:
Pm1 > zcut (2.4)
PTjet
Because democratic isolation applies the isolation criterion after the event has already
been clustered into jets, it is natural for the study of prompt photons within jets. For
such parton fragmentation studies, zut = 0.7 is typical. It is also equally possible to
use traditional democratic isolation outside the context of fragmentation for identi-
fying direct photons. One could imagine this being a favorable technique at modern
hadronic colliders, where jets are central. However, traditional democratic isolation
suffers from the same problem as cone isolation: it contains no angular condition and
thus is collinear-unsafe.
While the term "democratic isolation" has typically referred to the particular form
of isolation outlined in this section, what makes a criterion democratic is more general.
We will use the descriptor "democratic" to refer broadly to isolation criteria which
treat hadrons and photons equivalently in the initial clustering. Soft drop isolation,
introduced in Chap. 3.1, is one such democratic criterion. However, unlike traditional
democratic isolation, soft drop isolation is collinear-safe. We believe that soft drop
isolation is the first collinear-safe democratic isolation criterion.
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Chapter 3
Photon isolation with soft drop
declustering
Soft drop isolation is based on soft drop declustering, a jet grooming algorithm that
removes soft and wide-angle radiation to find hard substructure [37]. In this chapter,
we show how to tag isolated photons by identifying jets without any substructure.
We first define soft drop photon isolation in Chap. 3.1 and show that it is infrared-
and collinear-safe. We then show that it is democratic in Chap. 3.2 and compare
its behavior to Frixione isolation in Chap. 3.3. In Chap. 3.4, we study soft drop
isolation using a parton shower, showing that it performs nearly identically to Frixione
isolation.
3.1 Definition of soft drop isolation
The original soft drop procedure begins with a jet of radius R obtained through
some clustering algorithm; this paper uses the anti-kt algorithm [24] with radius
R = 0.4 throughout. Following this, the jet is reclustered using the Cambridge-
Aachen (C/A) algorithm [21-23], yielding an angular-ordered clustering tree. The
jet is then declustered into its two C/A parent subjets; if the soft drop condition
in Eq. (1.1) is satisfied by the two subjets, then the jet "passes" soft drop and is
returned as the soft-dropped jet. Otherwise, the softer (by PT) of the two subjets is
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dropped and the procedure is repeated on the harder of the two subjets.
Soft drop isolation is defined in terms of the soft drop algorithm, but with reversed
criteria. If at no point the jet passes the soft drop condition and one is left with a
single constituent that cannot be declustered, then the jet "fails" soft drop and the
single constituent is returned as the soft-dropped jet.1 If that single constituent is a
photon, then that photon is declared to pass soft drop isolation and is labeled as an
isolated photon.
Like soft drop, soft drop isolation depends on the parameters zcut and /. For the
algorithm to be collinear-safe, we must chose / > 0. Although there is some flexibility
in choosing these parameters, we will for definiteness use the default parameters:
zcUt =0.l, 3 = 2. (3.1)
Given the matching between the soft drop parameter zcut and the Frixione parameter
e shown in Chap. 3.3, these parameter choices are roughly equivalent to the standard
"tight isolation" parameters outlined in the 2013 Les Houches Accords [53].
We now demonstrate that soft drop isolation is infrared- and collinear-safe when
applied to isolated photons; the following logic closely follows Ref. [10].2 Because soft
drop isolation requires the non-photon PT to vanish as AR -+ 0, it is intuitive that
collinear divergences will be regulated. Collinear divergences in the process q -+ q-Y
have amplitude squared proportional to . For a quark with transverse momentum
PT and a photon with transverse momentum PTy, the cross section for an isolated
'Strictly speaking, this corresponds to soft drop in "grooming mode" [37]. In "tagging mode",
the singlet would simply be vetoed.
2 As in Ref. [10], this isolation criterion would not be safe for simultaneous soft and collinear
divergences. Luckily, this is not relevant for quark and gluon radiation in the presence of a photon,
where only one kind of divergence can appear at a time.
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photon in the presence of a collinear divergence scales like:
(-SDOC 0 dPT' [PT-Y ( ) j -Pl , (3.2a)
1- zcu
2 (1 - zcUt) log(1 - zcu) + zct(
~ pr,(3.2b)T-y '3(1 - zCUt)
which is clearly convergent. The Heaviside theta function in Eq. (3.2a) is the (in-
verted) soft drop condition in Eq. (1.1), with the simplifying assumption that zcut < I
(which has no effect on the convergence properties).
Crucially, the soft drop condition does not restrict the phase space of soft gluons,
since infinitesimal radiation always satisfies Eq. (1.1). Infrared divergences from soft
gluons have amplitude squared proportional to -. For a gluon with transverse mo-
PT
mentum PT, the cross section for an isolated photon in the presence of an infrared
divergence scales like:
f'T- dpTE ZCUt
USD OC dO 2 PTY R - PT (3.3a)
PT 1 -z ()
Ro (log (zcut) - 3) , (3.3b)
which is again convergent. In Eq. (3.3b), we have used the plus prescription to
perform the integral over PT, which is valid since we have not restricted the phase
space of infinitesimally soft gluons and thereby ensured that real-virtual cancellation
will occur.
Because soft drop isolation is based on declustering, it is easy to check that
infrared- and collinear-safety persists with multiple emissions. Each step in the declus-
tering procedure acts on two subjets, so the way the algorithm handles divergence
structures will be the same at each step. In this way, soft drop isolation gives an
infrared- and collinear-safe definition for isolated photons.
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3.2 Soft drop isolation is democratic
As is clear from the definition in Chap. 3.1, soft drop isolation is a democratic cri-
terion. Much like traditional democratic isolation, soft drop isolation begins by clus-
tering the particles in an event democratically into jets. It is only after the jet has
been completely declustered that the soft drop isolation algorithm distinguishes be-
tween photons and other particles. Unlike traditional democratic isolation, though,
soft drop isolation is collinear-safe. We believe that soft drop isolation is the first
democratic collinear-safe photon isolation criterion.
As a democratic criterion, the logic of soft drop isolation is different from that of
undemocratic criteria. Instead of testing whether a photon is isolated, soft drop isola-
tion tests whether a jet contains an isolated photon. Democratic isolation techniques
are thus more natural for cases where one is testing for multiple isolated photons or
for cases where jets are the most natural object. Frixione isolation or cone isolation,
on the other hand, are more natural for testing the hardest photon in an event to see
if it is isolated.
The fact that soft drop isolation is democratic leads to some mild differences with
Frixione isolation. The reasons for this are twofold. First, the fact that the photon is
isolated from a jet with radius R means that this isolation radius is not strictly drawn
around the photon: the photon might not be exactly at the jet center. Therefore,
there can be some differences when the photon is off-center and there are hard features
at a distance - R from the photon. This has little effect in practice, however, since
isolated photons naturally contain most of the momentum of the jet and therefore
appear very close to the jet center. Second, soft drop isolation is applied after the
event has already been clustered into jet objects, whereas Frixione isolation is applied
before the event has been clustered. Frixione isolation thus can allow low-momentum
objects at angles AR < RO, whereas such objects are mostly excluded by soft drop
isolation (namely, they can only occur due to deviations of the photon from the jet
center). These differences between democratic and undemocratic approaches will be
explored further in Chap. 3.4.
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Soft drop's democratic nature makes it a natural choice for the study of jet struc-
ture and substructure. The isolated photon subjet introduced later in Chap. 4.1 is
one such example that would be quite unnatural to define with a non-democratic cri-
terion. More broadly, democratic criteria are the natural choice for modern hadron
colliders, where jets are ubiquitous objects and clustering techniques like anti-kt [24]
are now used by default.
3.3 Relationship to Frixione isolation
Given the above discussion, it is perhaps surprising that (democratic) soft drop iso-
lation turns out to be equivalent to (undemocratic) Frixione isolation, at least in a
particular limit. For small RO and small zut, there are appropriate choices of soft
drop parameters such that soft drop isolation and the most common form of Frixione
isolation impose the same restriction on two-particle final states. Since this corre-
sponds to the leading order configuration in Fig. 1-la, we say that the two criteria
are equivalent at leading order.
At leading order (corresponding to one additional particle within the photon's
isolation cone and taking the small Ro limit), the Frixione isolation condition in
Eq. (2.3) becomes:
PT < Pm, A . (3.4)Ro
It should be noted that this form of X(AR) is equivalent to another Frixione function
described in Ref. [10], though this function has not found widespread implementation.
Looking at Eq. (3.2a), the leading-order soft drop criterion with zcut < 1 is:
Zt AR)
PT < PT, R (3.5)
1- ztAR
This is clearly equivalent to Eq. (3.4) in the small zut or R limits with the iden-
tification zut = E and /3 = 2n. We should also note that, given the flexibility in
choosing a Frixione function, it is possible to choose X(AR) corresponding exactly
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to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5). This form of Frixione isolation would be fully
equivalent to soft drop isolation at leading order. 3
Despite the leading-order equivalence of Frixione and soft drop isolation, there are
important differences at higher orders. These differences stem from the fact that soft
drop isolation is based on clustering, whereas Frixione isolation is based on a more
traditional cone approach. The details of which scheme is stricter depend on the
precise phase space configuration, and it is not possible to make a general statement
about the differences in multi-particle configurations.
In practice, differences due to higher-order configurations or to differences between
Eqs. (2.3) and (3.5) are negligible in most realistic setting, as seen in the parton shower
study below. Instead, the primary differences between the two schemes stem from
the fact that soft drop isolation is democratic, as already discussed in Chap. 3.2.
3.4 Parton shower study
As a practical test of soft drop isolation, we now perform a parton shower study
of isolated photon production in the -y+jet(s) final state. Not surprisingly given
their leading order equivalence, we find that soft drop and Frixione isolation perform
nearly identically, though soft drop isolation's democratic construction leads to some
differences in angular distributions.
We generated events in PYTHIA 8.223 [54, 55] from proton-proton collisions with
center-of-mass energy 13 TeV, using the default settings for hadronization and under-
lying event. We created a sample of 800,000 events from the PYTHIA PromptPhoton
process, which encodes Compton-like processes that produce a hard photon.4 Though
not shown, we also tested a similar sample of HardQCD events, which encodes 2 -+ 2
QCD processes that can produce isolated photons from extra initial-state or final-
3 This equivalence gives another way to understand why, with appropriate choice in parameters,
soft drop isolation is safe to infrared and collinear divergences. Just like Frixione isolation, soft drop
isolation fully eliminates collinear fragmentation without restricting the soft gluon phase space.
4 To ensure that there were sufficient events at high photon PT, we used binned event generation
with bin edges imposed on the hard process of PT = (100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, oo) GeV.
The events were then reweighted proportional to the generated cross sections.
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M
state emissions; the results did not offer any new qualitative insights compared to
the PromptPhoton sample. Jet clustering and photon isolation were performed using
FASTJET 3.2.1 [26]. Soft drop was implemented using the FASTJET CONTRIB 1.026
RecursiveTools package [56].
For our event selection, we require an isolated photon with PTY > 125 GeV and
one hadronic jet with pTjet > 100 GeV. We use the condition PTx > 25 GeV to define
any additional jets that might appear in the event. A rapidity cut of Jyj < 2 was
applied to the final photon and jet objects after jet clustering. These selection criteria
were chosen to roughly match a photon isolation study from ATLAS [18]. For each
isolation criterion, we use the tight isolation parameters: zcut = 6 = 0.1, #3 = n/2 = 2,
and Ro = 0.4 [53].
Because of the democratic versus undemocratic distinction, we had to use slightly
different photon selection schemes for soft drop and Frixione isolation. For soft drop
isolation, we first clustered the event into R = 0.4 jets with PTX > 25 GeV and tested
each jet for an isolated photon with pTy > 125 GeV and lyyl < 2; the remaining
hadrons from the isolated-photon jet were discarded. For Frixione isolation, every
photon with PT > 125 GeV and lyyl < 2 was tested for isolation; if such a photon
was found, then the rest of the event was clustered into R = 0.4 jets. In the case
where an event contained multiple isolated photons, we used only the hardest isolated
photon.
In Fig. 3-la, we show the photon pT spectrum for each isolation scheme, as well
as for the hardest photon (isolated or not) in each event. The soft drop and Frix-
ione distributions are nearly identical, showing that the differences between soft drop
and Frixione isolation arising from higher-order effects mentioned in Chap. 3.3 are
extremely small in practice. There are on average 5% differences between the iso-
lated photon spectra and the hardest photon spectrum, indicating that both isolation
schemes properly identify direct photons. Notably, the two isolated spectra exhibit
average differences of less than 0.1% (below the precision of this study), showing that
the soft drop isolation and Frixione isolation perform nearly identically.
In Fig. 3-1b, we show the angular distance Rx between the isolated photon and
25
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Figure 3-1: Inclusive -y+jet production cross sections from the PYTHIA PromptPhoton
process, comparing soft drop and Frixione isolation as well as the spectrum of the
hardest photon without isolation. (a) Photon transverse momentum PT.m (b) Angle
Rx between the photon and the nearest object with PTx > 25 GeV, plotted on a
logarithmic scale. In both figures, the bottom panels show the ratio of the soft drop
and Frixione cross sections to the cross section of the hardest photon in the event
without isolation. Shading indicates statistical uncertainty. Although the PTY spectra
are nearly identical, there are significant differences in the R-x spectra due to soft
drop isolation's democratic nature.
the nearest inclusive jet with PTX > 25 GeV and Jyx < 2. As expected, the isolated
photon spectra are significantly reduced compared to the non-isolated spectrum for
Rx < 0.4. The soft drop and Frixione distributions are very similar for Rx >
0.4, but there are significant differences between the two isolation schemes in the
region Ryx < 0.4. These differences are not due to any differences in strictness
but rather to soft drop's democratic construction. Because in Frixione isolation the
clustering happens after the isolation step, it is possible for low-energy objects within
the photon's isolation cone to become part of one of the inclusive jets X. In contrast,
soft drop isolation performs the clustering before the isolation step. Therefore, the
only cases in which Ryx < 0.4 would be permitted are those where the photon is
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significantly off-center from the jet axis. These cases are exceedingly rare, and as
such, the soft drop isolation spectrum exhibits a relatively hard cutoff at R,,x = 0.4.
We suspect that this hard cutoff behavior will be desirable for future direct photon
studies at the LHC.
We used PYTHIA truth information to analyze the performance of each isolation
scheme as applied in the above study. Although in the event tagging we used only
the hardest isolated photon in the event, the statistics below include all photons that
passed the initial PT and y cuts. Soft drop isolation and Frixione isolation each had
90% efficiency of tagging direct photons as prompt photons. Both isolation crite-
ria achieved 100% rejection of hadronization backgrounds. For final state radiation,
which can generate photons both collinear to and well-separated from jets, we ana-
lyzed both wide-angle radiation, defined as emissions with angle 0 > 0.4, and collinear
radiation, defined as emissions with angle 0 < 0.4. Both isolation criteria tagged 53%
of photons from wide-angle final state radiation as prompt and achieved more than
99% rejection of collinear final state radiation.
The above study validates the use of soft drop isolation to identify direct photons.
In the context of PYTHIA, the level of background rejection from both isolation
criteria is so high that it was difficult to get a trustable sample of isolated photons
from collinear final state radiation or meson decays. Although the above analysis
indicates that soft drop isolation and Frixione isolation give very similar indirect
photon background rates when using the tight isolation parameters, a detailed study
with a detector simulation would be needed to fully quantify the differences.
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Chapter 4
Exposing the QED splitting
function
Because soft drop isolation is democratic, we can naturally use it in contexts where
photons play a key role in the substructure of a jet. The goal of this study is to use the
kinematics of isolated photon subjets to expose the QED q - q'y splitting function.
We first give a concrete definition of an isolated photon subjet in Chap. 4.1. We then
calculate the kinematics of the isolated photon subjet to order ae in the collinear limit
in Chap. 4.2 and show that the photon momentum fraction is directly given by the
QED splitting function. We extend this calculation to order ae a, in Chap. 4.3 and
show that the qualitative features do not change. In Chap. 4.4, we test this procedure
with a parton shower generator, where we find behavior consistent with the analytic
calculations.
4.1 Definition of an isolated photon subjet
Our definition of an isolated photon subjet uses a combination of soft drop declus-
tering and soft drop isolation to identity a quark-like jet with photon substructure.
We begin with a jet of radius R obtained through some clustering algorithm (anti-kT
in our study). Soft drop is then applied to the jet with zut = 0.1, 3 = 0, and ra-
dius parameter Ro = R, such that soft drop acts like the modified Mass Drop Tagger
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Figure 4-1: Example jet with an isolated photon subjet from a q q'y spltting. For
the initial soft drop, denoted SDje, we used parameters zcut = 0.1, /3 = 0, and
RO = R = 0.4. For the subjet isolation criterion, denoted SD' 2 , we used parameters
zcut 0.1, # = 2, and Ro = R12/2, where R12 is the angle between the two subjets.
(mMDT) [41]. Events that pass this step now have two prong substructure, and anal-
ogous to the QCD splitting function study of Refs. [44, 45], the choice # = 0 ensures
that the z distribution of the resulting subjets is not biased. We then decluster the
soft-dropped jet into its two constituent subjets and apply soft drop isolation to each
subjet with zut = 0.1, /3 = 2, and radius parameter RO = R 12/2. 1 If exactly one of
the subjets passes soft drop isolation, it is labeled as an isolated photon subjet.
In Fig. 4-1, we show an example jet from PYTHIA that contains an isolated photon
subjet. The details of the event generation will be given in Chap. 4.4. We see that the
first step of soft drop declustering has decreased the active area [57] from the original
blue jet to the orange and green subjets. The orange jet consists of only a single
photon. The green subjet arises from the fragmentation of a quark parton. Using the
PYTHIA event record, we can verify that this configuration does indeed arise from a
q -+ q-y splitting.
The momentum fraction of the isolated photon subjet provides a novel way to ex-
'We also performed a study using RO = R in the soft drop isolation criterion (while still applying
the isolation only to the subjet constituents); although this this version of the criterion does lead to
sensible results, we found it to be more sensitive to non-perturbative hadronization effects.
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pose the QED splitting function, both in perturbative calculations and in experiment.
The QED splitting function, given in Eq. (1.2), describes the probability distribution
of the momentum sharing z between the photon and the quark. We define the isolated
photon momentum sharing as
Zio PT-Y (4.1)
PTjet,SD
as a proxy for the partonic z, where PTy is the transverse momentum of the isolated
photon within the isolated photon subjet and PTjet,SD is the transverse momentum
of the soft-dropped jet. In order to eliminate the primary background from meson
decays, we implemented a simple cut on the angle between the two subjets R 12 > 0 min;
a similar cut was used in the CMS study of the QCD splitting function [47]. The
details of this cut are discussed further in Chap. 4.4.
4.2 Order a, calculation
We now calculate the differential cross section in zijo to lowest non-trivial order,
focusing on the collinear limit in the fixed-coupling approximation. At order ae,
the cross section is quite simple to evaluate. There is only one term that contributes,
corresponding to the single quark-photon branching from Fig. 1-la. The cross section
can be expressed in terms of the initial quark cross section o0 q, the quark charge eq,
the emission angle 0^,, the momentum sharing zy, and the order a, isolated photon
subjet condition E(1,O) as:
d(,o) = do-q eeq dO dz^, P(zy) e(,o), (4.2)dziso 1 27w 0_
where the notation (i, n) refers to the order aa'.
Because at this order the jet consists of only a quark and a photon, the procedure in
Chap. 4.1 always identifies a quark subjet and a photon subjet, which is automatically
an isolated subjet. The only conditions are that the two particles fall within the jet
radius, that the jet as a whole pass the initial soft drop condition, and that the two
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subjets pass the minimum relative-angle condition:
EGO) = E [z, - zcut] E [(1 - z-) - zcut] 6 [ziso - z.J e [R - 0-] E [ 0 y - Omin] . (4.3)
Inserting this into Eq. (4.2), our cross section neatly factorizes into angular and
momentum-fraction components, yielding a ziso distribution that is directly propor-
tional to the splitting function:
d o-(lo ace2 aR dO~ -
o a I Zcut dz, P(zy) 6 [ziso - z _Jdziso 27r z' ,
ac2 R u 4 4
aq 4log (-) P(ziso) E [ziso - zcut] E [I - z -
27 Ominut-z.
Thus, at order ae the isolated photon subjet observable directly exposes the QED
q -+ qy splitting function.
The initial quark cross section aq is the cross section for quark jet production at the
pT scale of the calculation. At order ae, 0q appears only as a factor in normalization;
at order aeas, where both quark jet and gluon jet terms contribute, the ratio of Uq
to its gluon jet production counterpart og is relevant. These values are discussed in
detail in Chap. 4.3.
4.3 Order aOcs calculation
Going to higher orders, one might worry that the simple behavior in Eq. (4.4) would
be spoiled by QCD radiation within the jet. This turns out not to be the case. The
reason is that the isolated photon subjet condition regulates singularities collinear to
the photon, such that higher-order terms in the inclusive parton-photon fragmentation
function are controlled without diminishing the order ae splitting function. Although
there are still higher-order corrections, they are significantly reduced compared to
the raw fragmentation function. In this way, the isolated photon subjet more directly
exposes the QED splitting function instead of merely exposing the parton-photon
fragmentation function.
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We can verify the above statements by performing a calculation of the zir, distri-
bution at order a, a. At this order, analytic calculations of the cross section become
considerably more involved, even restricting to the collinear limit with fixed coupling
and strongly-ordered emissions. Two terms contribute to the cross section: the case
in which an initial quark emits a photon and a gluon (Fig. 1-1b), and the case in
which an initial gluon splits into a quark-antiquark pair, one of which then radiates
a photon (Fig. 1-1c). Of these two terms, the initial-quark case is dominant, as the
initial gluon will be almost entirely excluded by the subjet isolation step.
We work in the strongly-ordered limit, with the emission ordering determined by
a generalized virtuality Q = z(1 - z)O'. By changing the value of n, we can get a
sense of the uncertainties in our calculation, though we emphasize that we have not
performed a comprehensive uncertainty estimate. The choice n = 1 corresponds to
kt ordering, n = 2 corresponds to a mass ordering, and we also test n = 1/2 for
completeness. For the initial-quark diagram in Fig. 1-1b, the ordering determines
whether the gluon or the photon is emitted first. For the initial-gluon diagram in
Fig. 1-1c, the gluon-to-quarks splitting is required to occur first.
The total differential cross section in the observable zi,, can be expressed in terms
of the initial-quark cross section oq, the initial-gluon cross section ag, each emission's
angle 0 and momentum sharing z, the azimuthal angle with respect to the jet axis
between emissions #, the q -+ qy and q -4 qg splitting function P, the g - qq
splitting function Pg, and the order aea, isolated photon subjet condition 0(1,1):2
do1)aeeq dO aSCF dO d#
' [dee d dz, P(z,) d dzg P(zg) E(1,1) [Pq, PgP dziso 27 0 y 27 0 g 27
2 aSTF d$q 2ee dO do
+ dug dzq Pg (zq) adze P(z2) , ) [Pq Pq Py]
2J 0q 2w 0Y
(4.5)
For simplicity of presentation, we do not give the precise functional form for e(1,1).
This function contains the clustering, initial soft drop, and subjet isolation steps
2 The name zg for the momentum fraction of the gluon should not be confused with the groomed
momentum fraction from Ref. [44].
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and depends on the four-momenta of the final-state particles. These four-momenta
in turn depend on how the branching variables z and 0 are mapped to physical
kinematics. We decide to define four-momenta by conserving energy and momentum
transverse to the branching axis (i.e. kt) at each branching.3 Because the ordering of
emissions changes how energy and momentum are conserved, the virtuality ordering
is implicitly contained in the expressions for the four-momenta. While it is possible
to express E)(,1) in terms of the splitting kinematics (and we have), it is tedious and
unenlightening.
In practice, we use Monte Carlo integration to perform the integral in Eq. (4.5).
We generate "events" with each parameter z and 0 selected according to a uniform
distribution with a lower bound of 0.001, and # distributed uniformly in [0, 27r). Each
event is assigned a weight equal to the integrand in Eq. (4.5). To implement the plus
prescription on zg in the initial quark case, for each event with an initial quark, we
generated a second event with the same values of {zy,, 0,, 0,}, a negative weight, and
zg selected according to a uniform distribution over [0, 0.001). We use the splitting
kinematics to construct three massless four-vectors, after which we use the same
FASTJET tools as in Chap. 3.4 to implement the isolated photon subjet procedure.
Although the kinematics of Eq. (4.5) are independent of the jet momentum scale,
the parameters Uq, %-, and a, all depend on the momentum. We performed our
analysis at jet transverse momenta of PT = {100, 200,400, 800} GeV. The initial
quark jet cross section o-q and the gluon jet cross section Ug were determined for
each momentum in PYTHIA. At 400 GeV, we obtained 0q/0- = 0.63. Throughout
we assume flavor universality, such that the zis0 distribution does not depend on the
quark charges except as a normalization. At each energy we used a fixed-coupling
approximation for the value of a,, evaluated at A = PT R:
a, (m2)
.(A2) = p(4.6)
1+ a, (MZ) bo log M
3We do not conserve longitudinal momentum in this process, which is consistent in the collinear
limit.
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Figure 4-2: Probability densities for isolated photon subjet momentum fraction
zi,, at order ae and order aea, in the collinear limit. Shown are results at PT =
{100, 200,400, 800} GeV.
where bo = (33 - 2Nf)/(127r). Here Nf is defined as the number of flavors available
at the scale M.
In Fig. 4-2, we show the order aea, probability densities in zj.o. Compared to the
order ae cross section, the aea, terms yield at most a 10% suppresion, and as such,
the zis, distribution largely resembles the basic quark-photon splitting function. The
order aea, initial gluon term is suppressed at a factor of ~ 0.1 compared to the order
aa, initial quark term, so it only contributes a correction to the order a, result at
a factor of - 0.01. Changing the virtuality scale n has around a 2% effect between
n 1/2 and ri 2, so we expect that neglected higher-order contributions to the
cross section will have a modest impact on the final shape of the distribution.
4.4 Parton shower study
We now perform a parton shower study in PYTHIA 8.223, with the aim of testing the
robustness of the zi,; distribution to hadronization effects. We generate events from
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the HARDQCD process, which encodes 2 -+ 2 hard QCD events. We made event
samples for PTmin = {100, 200, 400, 800} GeV, each with 20 million events. 4 Because
the efficiency for finding isolated photon subjets is so small, we turn off initial state
radiation and underlying event to speed up event generation, leaving all other PYTHIA
settings at their default values. Since the isolated photon subjet condition is based
on jet grooming, we do not expect these modifications to make a large impact on our
results, though a detailed study of these effects is warranted.
Events were clustered into anti-kT jets of radius R = 0.4 with a transverse mo-
mentum cut pTjet > PTmin and a rapidity cut lyjet < 2. The clustering step and the
isolated photon subjet step were implemented using FAsTJET and FASTJET CON-
TRIB using the same code for the order ae a, calculation in Chap. 4.3.
At low energies and low angles, the isolated photon subjet sample was found to
be dominated by neutral pion decays: because the observable identifies the photon
"prongs" of a jet, it was in many cases identifying one of the photons produced in
such a decay. These contributions are relatively easily avoided by choosing appropri-
ate values for 0 min and pTmin; whereas pion decays become more collinear at higher
energies, the angular aspect of QED branchings is energy-independent. Using PYTHIA
truth information, we were able to identify signal (photons from QED branchings)
and background (all other photons). In Fig. 4-3a, we show signal and background
rates for isolated photons at different values of 0 min and PTmin. We choose to use
PTmin = 400 GeV and 0 min = 0.1 for the remainder of this study, as these values
yielded signal cross section of around 3 pb for a background cross section of around
0.006 pb. This value of 0 min is also a sensible cut from the perspective of the granu-
larity of a typical hadronic calorimeter. This corresponds to around 150,000 recorded
events for the 45 fb- 1 2017 run of CMS, of which only about 300 events would be
from the pion background [58].
In Fig. 4-3b, we show the probability distribution in zis, for PTmin= 400 GeV and
Omin = 0.1 plotted against the corresponding distributions for order a, and ae a, theo-
retical results. The PYTHIA distribution exhibits quite good correspondence with the
4In each case, we set the PYTHIA parameter PTmin to be 20% lower than the jet cut.
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Figure 4-3: (a) Top: PYTHIA cross sections of the q -+ q-y signal as a function of 0 min,
given as a ratio to the cross section at 0 min = 0. Signal also decreases with PT, and
we found 9S-(Omin = 0) = {1000, 96, 6.2, 0.22} pb at PTmin = {100, 200, 400, 800} GeV.
Bottom: ratio of signal cross section to the sum of signal and background cross
sections. For our case study analysis we used PTmin = 400 GeV and 0min = 0.1. (b)
Probability distributions in zjs0 for the isolated photon subjet at order a0 e, order aCas,
and in PYTHIA with PTmin = 400 GeV.
perturbative results. It appears that the higher-order corrections are somewhat am-
plified, albeit with the same functional form. This is likely due to non-perturbative
effects arising from the non-collinear hadronization of the quark subjet, which in-
troduces some soft radiation into the photon subjet. In order to test the effect of
hadronization, we applied the same isolated photon subjet criterion to PYTHIA events
with hadronization disabled and found slightly closer matching to the O(aeas) result.
It is clear from Fig. 4-3b that, even with higher order effects, the isolated photon
subjet clearly exposes the form of the QED splitting function. This parton shower
study therefore validates the use of isolated photon subjets to expose the splitting
function in realistic collider scenarios.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this first half of this paper, we introduced soft drop isolation, a new form of photon
isolation based on techniques from jet substructure. Soft drop isolation is infrared-
and collinear-safe, democratic, and equivalent at leading order to the most common
form of Frixione isolation, making it well-suited to identify direct photons at the LHC.
In the second half of this paper, we turned to indirect photons, using a combination
of soft drop declustering and soft drop isolation to define isolated photon subjets.
We showed how the momentum fraction carried by isolated photon subjets can be
used to expose the QED splitting function, which describes the momentum sharing
distribution of quark-photon branchings in the collinear limit.
As a further extension of this method, soft drop isolation could provide new way
to handle detector granularity. All collinear-safe isolation criteria are complicated by
granularity, which forces the isolation to cut off at the detector's angular resolution
when implemented in experiment. This makes matching between calculations (in
which there is no cut-off) and experimental implementations more difficult. Ref. [51]
has addresses this issue for Frixione isolation by using a set of cocentric cones instead
of a smoothly varying cone. Treating angular resolution with soft drop isolation
would be quite straightforward, owing to its clustering basis. One could introduce
a parameter 0 min equal to the detector's angular resolution (analogous to that in
Chap. 4) and stop the declustering when the angle between the two subjets was less
than 0 min. Because the Cambridge-Achen declustering is angular-ordered, this means
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that the isolation would only treat features with angular separation greater than the
detector resolution. While this is not identical to the behavior in granular detectors,
we expect it to very closely approximate that behavior.
It is possible to envision a number of extensions to the QED splitting analysis
performed in Chap. 4. Parallel to the analysis performed in Ref. [59] for the QCD
splitting function, the isolated photon subjet criterion could be used in combination
with flavor-tagging to identify heavy-flavor QED splittings. Additionally, the same
QED splitting analysis could be performed on leptons. While lepton QED splittings
are well studied given the lack of lepton hadronization, it could nevertheless be an
interesting test of this new democratic isolation scheme.
Finally, the isolated photon subjet also opens the door to a broad spectrum of
photon substructure studies and observables beyond the QED splitting function. Iso-
lated photon subjets could be used to study substructure within photon jets [60]: jets
composed primarily of photons that arise from scenarios beyond the standard model.
This work would very naturally complement and build on Ref. [60], which uses a
variety of substructure observables to study the properties of photon jets. Whereas
the isolated photon subjet study in this paper analyzed two-prong substructure with
one photon subjet, future areas of interest include cases with two isolated photon
subjets. Additionally, isolated photon subjets could be used to tag boosted decays
such as h -+ Z-y or, more broadly, possible decays to jets and photons of boosted
beyond-the-standard-model objects.
Isolated photon subjets provide a powerful framework for the study of QED sub-
structure within QCD jets. We hope that the existence of this technique - and more
generally, of a democratic, collinear-safe photon isolation criterion - will encourage
the further development of photon-based jet substructure observables.
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